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Abstract 
 

 
This paper departs from the premise that our goal as educators and institutions of the               

UCB is the education and creation of global citizens of the future. We argue that history                

curricula can have a powerful shaping effect on the development of our students as              

human beings if we make different choices about what, and how, we teach our students.               

The paper has two main areas of discussion: firstly, the inclusion of elements of the               

“Facing History” approach to historical education, and secondly that we must use this             

approach, in conjunction with more focused choices about the topics we teach in order to               

develop critical skills of thinking, analysis of information, and reflexivity to guard against             

the current dangers of living in what has been termed a “post-truth era.” We conclude by                

arguing that given the reintroduction of history classes into the national curriculum we             

have a timely opportunity to make these changes and develop a more rigorous approach              

to achieving our shared goal of the development of a more compassionate citizenry, and a               

stable and peaceful future.  
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Introduction 

The classic versions of education, from Greece, to the new school, and passing through              

contemporary models of Dewy, Pestalozzi or Montessori, propose that schools introduce an            

individual into the community and prepare him or her to perform their roles as citizens when                

they arrive to maturity. An enormous tension takes place in this space: the creation of oneself, of                 

the human being as an individual in the context of his or her developmental stages, and with the                  

use of different institutional tools such as: the curricula, the ‘manuales de convivencia’, the              

regulatory policies of education and the underlying moral principles; all these clash very often              

with  the ideals of the State in determining public life.  

 

This is to become part of a culture with a history, laws, symbols and common traditions that have                  

been developed and maintained over time. This common history is passed from one generation to               

another in the practice of maintaining the collective memory that allows the construction of the               

identity of the populations, groups, or communities.  

 

It is well known that life in educational institutions is not peaceful, phenomena like bullying,               

aggression, and intolerance between the members of the community happens often. Thus, in             

different life projects, the building of memory is decisive. As Tzvetan Todorov points out,              

memory is a way to shape our identity and in educational institutions history has the ability to                 

construct and shape national identity (Todorov, 1995). History curricula have the same potential.             

Nations choose their curricula carefully, and have a tendency to glorify their past, and ignore               1

1 Germany and Austria stand as very clear exceptions insofar as it is illegal to deny the most heinous crime of their 
history; the Holocaust.  
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those historical episodes that are less than flattering. In the United Kingdom, history students do               

not learn that concentration camps were used by the British before they were used by Adolf                

Hitler, or about the cruelties that native populations were subjected to across the British Empire.               

Students in the United States are perpetually steered away from aspects that detract from the               

“glorious” building of their nation. Indeed, very recently books aimed at re-educating history             

students to address precisely this problem were the subject of legislation aimed at banning them               

(Hendren, 2016). 

 

In the book Violencia en Colombia, published in 1962, using data, chronicles, and research, a               

history of hate and war is told, a history that was suffered by the country in the age that was, in                     

fact, called the ‘Age of Violence’. In one of the chapters, written by Monseñor Germán Guzmán                2

(Guzman, 1962) the inexistence or decay of the basic state institutions is described. The actions               

or the ineffectiveness of the state only perpetuated hate and political and religious intolerance at               

this moment of the history. In the same vein, and particularly in rural regions, the narrative that                 

was encouraged was one of violence. Revenge was encouraged, therefore, individual and            

collective memory determined violence as the center of their narrative. 

 

National identity and the construction of history curricula, we argue, go very much hand in hand                

insofar as a proper and accurate understanding of our national past can very clearly demonstrate               

2 From chapter 10, page 239 “La quiebra de las instituciones fundamentales”: the factors involved in the inside of                   
institutions such as political, (congress, chambers), religious institutions, educational and economical, facilitated the             
growth of violence. In this part, Monseñor Guzmán analyses a research in which the intolerance previous to the                  
chaos encouraged urban and rural hatred in our country, a cultural violence took place in which beliefs, traditions                  
and religious or cultural rites were a motive to commit the most brutal atrocities. 
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the way we want to go in the future. That an understanding of how our nations have been                  

founded, developed and how they have behaved can give our students a keener grasp of               

humanity. Every school within the UCB has, broadly speaking, the same goals: to develop              

citizens of the future. Citizens with the skills to think critically, to analyze information, to be                

tolerant and peaceful. This broad goal aligns with the goals of the post-conflict Colombian              

government: “Todos por un nuevo pais: paz, equidad, educacion.” Thus, at least at face value,               

our goals are aligned; to create a new nation, indeed, to create a new world, where peace and                  

equality are central, and where education is the primary vehicle for achieving those goals.  

 

If we depart from this premise: that we are all striving together to create a new kind of citizenry,                   

then history and social studies in general (that is, civics, geography, history, sociology) have              

never been more crucial in understanding both our past, and the direction we want to take in the                  

future. Today’s world demands a social studies curriculum with a new point. Understanding the              

past is pointless today unless our students understand at every step both why it is relevant to our                  

lives today, and how it may guide our future. Since 1945 the world has been educated about the                  

rise of Nazi Germany and the holocaust, which ranks amongst the very worst, if not the worst,                 

crimes of history - yet, racial or religious discrimination still exists, and ethnic cleansing still               

occurs.  

 

Today, our students (and ourselves for that matter) face new challenges in the form of social                

media. The technology, or platforms themselves feed their users instant information, bombard            

them with data, news, statements and knowledge claims. Increasingly this is becoming more             
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dangerous because we have come to realize that data and information disseminated in this way,               

without being subject to filters of quality, or accuracy, can have a profound effect on people who                 

are simply unwilling to check the facts for themselves (Robb, 2017). Therefore, this paper has               

three objectives: the first is to raise questions about the kinds of historical and social studies                

content that we are teaching in our schools. The second is to generate a debate about how we can                   

teach skills for our students to deal with the world of today, and the third, is to generate an                   

interest for social studies teachers of the UCB to research the model we propose and develop                

curricula that are also focused on Colombia, given that one of the main limitations of the Facing                 

History model is its focus on Europe and the United States.  

 

Why Teach (and Learn) History? 

Without doubt the most common question about the subject of history in schools is “what is it                 

good for?” (Hunt, 2007). It is also the most difficult to answer in such a way as to immediately                   

convince the doubter. No one, for example, questions why one needs to learn mathematics, or               

science, or engage in art projects or learn a musical instrument. Each of these disciplines quite                

clearly teaches immediately demonstrable skills. The skills of the social scientist are less             

demonstrable, less visible, we might say. And so, as happened to us recently in a parents’                

meeting, one is left flapping at an answer trying to grasp the right words to articulate a brief and                   

convincing response to the question. The burden of proof is firmly on the historian. We must                

convince others of what to ourselves is clear. In 2004, Howard Zinn gave a speech in Cambridge,                 

Massachusetts in which he outlined his reasons for teaching and writing history: 
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If you don’t know history, you become a victim of whatever anybody is telling you today or told you                   

yesterday…and so anybody in authority can tell you anything, and tell you in a very authoritative voice,                 

and they can tell it to you twelve times, on twelve different television channels, and it begins to have the                    

ring of truth. (Arnove, 2012, p. 161) 

 

In the world of today, this sentiment must surely carry even greater significance. This may be a                 

blunt example, but Nazism did not begin with death and concentration camps. The ideology that               

led Germany to that point was indoctrinated over years. Thus, the school child of 1929 became                

the Waffen SS soldier of 1939 and was armed with, amongst other things, an intense hatred of                 

Jews, communists, gypsies, and anyone who was not the ‘ideal aryan’. This indoctrination was              

largely achieved through education. For good or bad, what happens in the classroom can have a                

profound effect on the outlook of a population.  

 

It has been acknowledged over and over again that we are living in a “post-truth world” (Jeffries,                 

2017; Levitin, 2017). This is a terrifying idea; that there is no longer any kind of objective truth.                  

Perhaps there never was, but now it seems we are even further away from reliable knowledge.                

The President of the United States is able to take to Twitter as often as he likes and proclaim                   

anything that he disagrees with to be “fake news” - 127 times during the year 8th November                 

2016-8th November 2017 (Mindock, 2017). Facebook, Instagram and Twitter bombard users with            

news, information, statistics, sensationalist headlines and videos without any filter on the quality             

or reliability of the source. Thus, as users who have become accustomed to quick and easy                

information, we expect others to do the detective work and decide if the information we have just                 

read is reliable, or if it is even real.  
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We see today that even large-scale, and presumably more reliable news sources are being              

attacked for providing “fake news”, or for producing news of such heavy bias that the               

information itself is to be considered worthless. Today, in many places it is ideology over fact,                

over reason, over proof, over statistics. So, when we talk about post-truth eras, and when we talk                 

about skills, the teaching and study of history and the social sciences achieves a central               

importance. The skills of social scientists may indeed be less demonstrable than those of the               

mathematician, the scientist, or the musician, yet in today’s world they are more important than               

ever.  

 

Through historical study, or rather, through a particular kind of historical study, our students can               

develop and grasp the skills needed to deal with such high levels of ambiguity in almost                

everything they read. They must be exposed to academic ambiguity, learn how to interrogate              

sources, and identify historical patterns which perpetuate themselves over hundreds or even            

thousands of years.  

 

“Radical” History and the “Facing History” Approach 

A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn was published in 1980 (Zinn, 2003). It                 

was perhaps the first time a historian had so methodically attempted to explode the myths,               

misunderstandings, and sometimes willful ignorance that pervaded (and in some way still            

pervades) the history of the United States. It was explosive, to be sure. To some it was treachery                  

(Shanahan, 2017), to some it was not history at all (Greenberg, 2013), and to others it shone a                  

light on many of the darkest chapters in US history (Arnove, 2012, pp. vii-xii). Whatever your                
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point of view, it was revolutionary, it was, much like its author, radical. Zinn was fired in 1963                  

for “radicalizing” students at Spelman College in Atlanta, accompanying them to sit-ins and             

railing against segregation. Zinn wrote on a broad range of themes from Columbus, to slavery,               

miners strikes, and the civil rights movement. Whatever he wrote about, his emphasis was on               

telling the story of the underdog, the downtrodden, the little guy, and illuminating episodes and               

events that some (usually the powerful) would rather keep quiet.  

 

In essence, this is what Facing History should be and we argue that this kind of approach is what                   

is required in order to develop the skills needed for our students to become global citizens. The                 

trends of historical study have moved from the chronicles of the medieval world and the               

venerable Bede, through studies of the great and powerful during the 18th and 19th centuries ,               3

changing in the early 20th century to focus on the complexity of social history and so on. What is                   4

required today, for the dangers of the rise in nationalism, populism, and the attendant racism that                

seems to go with them is a different approach in our history curricula.  

 

What Should be Taught? 

Single-factor explanations, or one-size-fits-all solutions are seldom all they purport themselves to            

be. Designing a history curriculum around one single approach is similarly problematic.            

Nevertheless, we argue for elements of the Facing History model to be at the center of social                 

studies and history curricula, and to make smarter, more strategic choices about the events and               

3 Leopold Von Ranke (1795-1886) was the first to strongly advocate for the use and study of archives in generating 
political history, and focused largely on international politics.  
4 The Annales School (founded in 1929) placed the focus on broad social change, instead of the concentration on 
political history advocated by Von Ranke.  
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periods that we include in our courses. It is strange indeed that one seventh grade curriculum                

focuses on the Dark Ages, while completely ignoring the Arabian Renaissance. Indeed, this             

Eurocentrism that permeates middle school history curricula is something that radically needs to             

be addressed. We must look to the Middle- and Far-East, the Americas, and Africa just as much                 

as we look at Europe. Our students must be skilled at comparing societies, cultures, and systems                

of governance across continents. We must do whatever we can to teach our students how to think                 

about the point-of-view of others, to understand cultures and systems of government that are              

different from our own. Ironically, however, when we talk about the Facing History model,              

Europe helps us enormously.  

 

It is difficult to imagine any other continent or group of nations that has wreaked as much havoc,                  

sadness, distress, or cruelty in the world than the empires of Europe. Yet, when we look at the                  

African slave trade, we can teach that overwhelmingly it was, in the first instance, Africans that                

enslaved other Africans. When teaching about the Crusades, we must also examine the Muslim              

world and teach from their perspective. To be sure, the influence and destruction of colonialism               

and post-colonialism must also be taught, but the content must go deeper than, for example, a                

swift ride through the British Empire cataloging its size, scope and the importance of a gigantic                

navy for a small island nation. It must also teach about the behavior of the British in Ireland,                  

India, and Africa, or the impact colonization had on the aboriginal population of Australia. When               

looking at the civil rights movement in the United States, students should read Black Like Me by                 

John Howard Griffin and wonder why there is not more about it in their textbook (Griffin,                

1996). 
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We must begin courses with explorations of human nature. Asking open-ended questions about             

who we are, and come to develop an acute understanding of “identity, individuality, conformity,              

stereotyping, group loyalty, and responsibilities to those beyond one’s immediate circle”           

(Anonymous, Facing History: Our Approach). The facing history approach stresses that            

individuals can make a difference, and that choices matter. It also strongly encourages critique,              

judgement, and argumentation.  

 

Finally, the world we live in today is increasingly interdisciplinary. We expect that the lines               

between disciplines are blurred, and this something which has the ability to solve different              

problems. On the one hand, it is absolutely correct, in our view, that mathematics and science                

should enter the history classroom. Students should be comfortable using mathematical formulae            

to analyze statistical data, and should be aware of the history of science – or even how history                  

can help science to advance (Anonymous, 2015).Use of language is also important, and so there               

is no reason at all why languages and historical curricula cannot intersect. The point is simply                

that history allows for a broad, deep, and fruitful range of interdisciplinarity while also allowing               

us to choose those episodes that best allow us to engage our students and have them think about                  

the point of view of others, or how they might have reacted or responded to an historical event.  

 

How Should we Teach it? 

Just over twenty years ago in 1995, James Loewen wrote in his acclaimed book Lies My Teacher                 

Told Me, that students were right “the books are boring”:  

The stories that history textbooks tell are predictable; every problem has already been solved or is about to                  

be solved. Textbooks exclude conflict or real suspense. They leave out anything that might reflect badly                
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upon our national character…Most authors of history textbooks…write in a tone that if heard aloud might                

be described as “mumbling lecturer.” No wonder students lose interest. (Lowen, 2008, pp. 5-6) 

 

Perhaps the nature of world history textbooks is such that it is impossible for them to not be                  

boring covering, as they do, 10,000 years of human history in roughly 1,000 pages. Certainly,               

they were boring when we were at school, and we always loved history. Textbooks are dusty,                

heavy, written with an, at times, inescapable bias, and are unequivocally boring. One currently              

used history textbook provides fully seven pages to the American Revolutionary War (Sue             

Miller, 2003, pp. 497-503), and two-and-a-half pages to the Enlightenment (Sue Miller, 2003,             

pp. 494-496). This same book offers a total of six paragraphs about Christopher Columbus, not               

once mentioning the genocide, murder, rape and exploitation of the Spanish conquistadors            

(indeed, the word conquistador does not appear in connection with Columbus). Further, this             

book mentions nothing about the displacement and genocide of Native American Indians, and             

reduces Colombia to a country of drug violence, drug dealers, armed military groups, and              

corruption (Sue Miller, 2003, pp. 932-933). It is easy to hold up almost any modern history                

textbook as something of a straw man and bash it for being inadequate in some way or another.                  

Yet, the state of social studies textbooks speaks to the very heart of the subject of this paper: why                   

should we teach history, how should we teach it and what should be taught? 

 

We use the textbook in a different way than was probably intended when it was written. We                 

propose that precisely the inescapable limitations of history textbooks should be a focus for our               

students. Thus, in teaching about Columbus we begin with the short section on Columbus which               

reduces millions of native deaths to “disease” (Sue Miller, 2003, pp. 393-394). We discuss              
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Columbus in terms of what they have just read, involving any background knowledge they may               

have. We swiftly move on to a section of Zinn’s People’s History and our first primary source                 

from Bartolome de las Casas, finally we look at Columbus’ journal. The questions that are put to                 

the students initially focus on the textbook: “what does the textbook tell us about Columbus?”,               

“can we trust what the textbook tells us given what else we have read?”, “why do you think the                   

textbook chooses to ignore what Zinn and de las Casas have to say?”, and move on to a broader                   

discussion about the role of historians and their duty to the discipline when they write. Finally,                5

they write a critique of the book based on the four sources they have looked at. The result is                   

extremely useful. The exercise encourages critical and careful reading, analysis, and a focus on              

different points-of-view. It encourages the formation of opinions based on data and solid             

information, and it sharply outlines the point that not everything we read in books can be trusted.  

 

How we teach history, and we argue for a strong emphasis on the use of primary source material                  

wherever possible, goes hand-in-hand with our selection of the content. We use, for example, the               

trial documents of Galileo when teaching about the Scientific Revolution, and we use letters              

from Leonardo da Vinci when teaching the Renaissance. These examples teach critical skills for              

the analysis of information and deductive reasoning, but little in the way of citizenship. Thus,               

episodes from history that are replete with violence, injustice, debate about freedom and liberty,              

discrimination and so on must feature more prominently within a framework that teaches our              

5 We touch very briefly on the debate between E. H. Carr (Carr, 2001) and Geoffrey Elton (Elton, 1967) in the 1960s 
and the changing trends of historical study.  
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students to think reflexively, and emphasizes the experiences of individuals at the hands of              

corruption, abuse of power, and the dominance of the “strong” over the “weak”.   6

 

Conclusions 

Given that very recently in December 2017, the Colombian government mandated that history             

classes are to return to schools, we have argued for the implementation of two main areas for the                  

successful development of students with strong civic-mindedness, and the critical skills           

necessary to navigate the new post-truth era in which we find ourselves.  

 

In the first place, we must look to include elements from the Facing History approach to teaching                 

and study. That is, to focus on the choices made in the past that have resulted in pain, conflict,                   

anger, resentment, and so on. We also argue that we must have our students focus on those                 

choices that have made change for the better, and emphasize the influence that one individual               

can have on the course of history. We argue that a strong emphasis on the development of critical                  

skills needed to analyze and interrogate both primary and secondary sources serve two aims:              

firstly, that they are paramount skills in the study of history as a subject area, and secondly, that                  

they will arm students with the tools needed to decipher and critique all knowledge claims as                

they move forward in their lives.  

 

Finally, if we, as educators, are serious about the development of our students as global citizens,                

and the production of a compassionate, critical citizenry then we must look to the wealth of                

6 In this particular case we point largely to the role of technology in terms of, for example, the guns and cannon of 
the Spanish versus the spears and slings of the natives, or the might of the British Royal Navy in exerting command 
over shipping and international trade.  
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lessons contained in the study of the past to inform our future, and to recognize the dangers of                  

not speaking up, or standing for others when we see the beginnings of injustice. We must begin                 

and end not with the history of heroes and winners, but with the history of the people.  

 
“Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—  

Because I was not a Jew. 
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.” 
                                                                                                            - Martin Niemöller 
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